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About This Game

The world was plunged into chaos following an accident at a bio-weapon research facility. 100% of the earth's population has
been infected. There is an antidote that blocks infection from the airborne strain of the virus, but the effect is temporary. This

antidote has become the de facto currency of the new world. You have been informed that an enormous quantity of the antidote
is being stored on the last floor of a bio-weapon lab.

Game Features:

An original mechanic for dealing damage to enemies

Four-bit graphics using the Game Boy's color pallet
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Title: Bloody Walls
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
L. Stotch
Publisher:
L. Stotch
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 800 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Hardware support WebGL - OpenGL 2.1 (GPU Memory - 256MB)

Storage: 127 MB available space

English,German,Russian
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Meh, just meh.
Doesn't even have an option for keyboard mode.
You're better spending your money on Moonpies or maybe a bit of real meat vs virtual bulls.. Not a fan, I feel like developers
are trying to combine too many things into one game, and it falls short at the end. The gameplay is no longer click and go like
the previous series, you utilize AWSD to move around, yet you have to constantly change the view of the camera with the right
mouse button to avoid running into walls.

The combat system is very messy on the eye, a lot of things are happening at the same time, and you have to quickly select a
skill to use on the target while the NPCs are attacking you continously.

The menu is a mess too, and the tutorial pages is too messy to understand. For the loots inside houses, you can't even tell if you
can loot the item or not because there's no special indications like a glow to indicate what you can and cannot loot. You pretty
much have to go into all the rooms, and try clicking on everything. Meanwhile, because the camera view is a mess, and you have
to akwardly jump around and running into furnitures inside these small buildings, it's really a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to even go inside the buildings.

The short animation in between scenes are very long, and you cannot speed it up. The slow dialogues is also the same for "...."
team chat. Every once in awhile you can click on "...." and your teammates will have a conversation, and there's absolutely no
way to speed it up, so it takes over a minutes to read one line. It's horrible. I also don't like how the animations are, there are no
expressions on the characters, their mouth moves ever so slightly to indicate they are indeed talking\/whispering, but that's it. It's
uncomfortable to watch them talk, like you can hear the emotions from the voice actors, but the characters are absolutely
emotionless. Seriously. I got really motion sick after trying it out for 20 minutes. The camera moves way too much, and it's not
fun.

I don't recommend this game.. Wow Free DLC!!! The DLC Is Pretty Cool it adds in Lots of stuff. I could enjoy this game more
if i just knew where to go and what to do. Not sure if there is a guide or help otherwise just a game on my shelf. Good game if
you know what to do.. Classic mistake of "Show! Don't Tell!". I'll explain.
The Visual Novel has a good framework to work with. The story is quite compelling from the beginning and promises an
enjoyable experience. The protagonist is at a social lowpoint in his life, has a run-in with magic and gets noticed as a latent
talent himself, offering him a completely new outlook on his life, with which he isn't comfortable at first. Following his way
through accepting his situation and improving his lifestyle, he gets close with the three girls in this VN. But everything feels a
bit rushed and suffers from too little depth and insight in the characters. It is there, but not properly explored. That is why some
developments don't feel convincing enough. It simply is too short for that. But it still would be a good addition to the genre, IF it
didn't skip over a big part of being a VISUAL Novel. About double the CGs and backgrounds would have been needed to
properly tell the story. (minor spoiler ahead) In the beginning, the protagonist starts his cleaning job at a resort, gets attacked by
a slime monster, watches two girls in skimpy outfits blast it to bits and then gets spotted and almost memory wiped by them. All
this time it only shows the background of the outside of the resort, the first screen of the game.

"Show! Don't Tell!" If that was the case, it would have been worth its price. Still it is an enjoyable title, good art, just not
enough, soundtrack works fine, interesting setting and good if a bit rushed character display and developement. Patch is
available.

Follow my curatorpage at http://store.steampowered.com/curator/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness/?appid=426000. Personally I
think this game is fun.. The graphics look nice and gameplay is good.. However, this game keep crashing and there's no way I
can continue, so kind of disappointed.. Story: Priel Aylin is a Dragonkin mercenary who often finds herself working alone, but
ends up fighting alongside her estranged sister Perrine for the sake of a tag tournament. After winning, they discover that their
opponents are actually criminals and that their old chuuni friend, Fate, is working with them for his own purposes. This conflict
eventually forces the sisters to confront their grim past in Icefall, their strained relationship, and their outlook on life.

For those that played the original free version from RPGMaker.net, there's some new dungeons and story segments between the
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old ones, as well as a True Ending if you complete all the sidequests, which leads into future entries in the Sacred Earth series.

Gameplay:

The game uses a non-ATB turned-based system, with LP, EX, and EP as your main resources. You can't use items to quickly
restore any of these resources, but the game is balanced so that you can sustain yourself with support skills, EX Heal, Focus
(basically a guard command with slight recovery), and post-battle recovery. The chain attack system could be difficult to use
efficiently if your reflexes are poor, but once you memorize the keys you need to press, it's still possible to pull off normal chain
-> EX -> Limit. I personally find the window of opportunity for inputs to be slightly too small, so I usually cut the normal attack
chain short if it means guaranteeing an EX at the end. Of course, you don't need to do the normal chain, since you're allowed to
use an EX skill from the battle menu, meaning you still have a chance to win even if you have the reflexes of a snail.

For the battle UI, it's impossible to see the enemies' current buffs and debuffs, which can be annoying if the player mistakenly
tries to apply a debuff that the enemy already has. Additionally, a lot of complaints about OHKOs and RNG would be mitigated
if the player could see all active enemy buffs, since their offensive buffs are most likely causing them to kill everything.

For those worried about the difficulty, the game is balanced to be a bit on the hardcore side. You will need to pay attention to
enemy weaknesses and utilize offensive buffs, even in normal battles, so that you can make every attack count as much as
possible. Against tankier enemies and bosses, you'll need to use more defensive tactics to survive a prolonged battle against
them, since their damage output is rather high. Try to have at least one character defending per turn, especially if that character
is unable to target the boss's elemental weakness. YMMV may vary on this defensive gameplay, since some like that enemies
can't be cheesed with offensive skill spam while others feel that this gameplay balance causes battles to be dragged out.

The dungeons feature a node system, where you can interact with combat, treasure, trap, event, and bonus nodes to unlock more
of the map. There are also mini-dungeon nodes that take you to a tradtional map with enemies and puzzles. While the node
system makes it convenient to avoid backtracking, the traditional maps are more aesthetically pleasing than a static background
image. I personally would have preferred fewer nodes, but with mostly mini-dungeons so that there's still a clear sense of
permanent progression while being able to see what the dungeon actually looks like.

EXP gain is dependent on character level, which means stronger characters get less EXP while weaker characters get more EXP.
This makes it easy to get the party evenly leveled, though it does make later encounters not worth the effort except on
Nightmare mode. Unfortunately, it's easy to become too high-leveled before even taking out half the enemies in a dungeon, so
speedrunners will have to keep a balance between fighting and spending TP to skip enemies. I'm willing to bet on Normal mode
at least that even if you try to skip as much as you can, you'll probably level up enough just from whatever you can't skip.

Update: It might be possible to get EXP from skipping enemies. I saw someone actually get EXP in their gameplay video
despite skipping.

There's an equipment system, but it doesn't involve standard weapons and armor. Instead, each character can equip ether gems,
which change their stats and elemental resistances, thus allowing for more customizability than a traditional equipment system. I
generally went for balanced stat builds, with a slight bias for whatever offensive stat the characters are good at. Once you learn
EX Limits, you can try going for glass cannon builds in an attempt to annihilate bosses in a few turns, though that could be
riskier on Nightmare.

The game makes it fairly easy to find sidequests in town by giving the NPCs smiley face markers if they have one. Most
sidequests need their criteria completed before fighting the current dungeon boss, but you usually can't report to the clients until
after the boss, which can make it a bit nerve-wracking to confirm if you've actually completed it. I'm basically screaming "MIR,
WHY WON'T YOU TAKE MY FROST QUARTZ?! WHY DON'T YOU LOVE ME?!" until she finally takes the quartz in the
ending.. Rarely able to drive the route as there seems to be a lot of crashing during play. Potential to be a fantastic route but the
constant crashing during scenarios really lets it down. Commonly it happens near Cardiff station. I hope they fix it soon. At the
minute I can't recommend it.. i've followed this pixbits and this game since it was a baby. i've played this on a multitude of
devices. the only reason i've bought it on steam was to help support these devs.
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The reason this game was such a big deal to me years ago, is because it was the only game relatively like Terraria on IOS, iphone
and ipad.

I would recommend this for mobile devices. if you're gaming on a PC, of course starbound and terraria are the best. But I love
what this game is, and I love these devs.
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This is a fun game. It is very Spy oriented. Most missions can be won with Stealth. It is alway possible a shootout will occur so
be ready for such a thing. I would like to see more maps for the missions from the Devs as some maps seem to get used again.
Eventually you will have many spies and have to keep some on other continents to react to missions. It is a fun turn based game..
A small horror game that with the graphics and movement/actions that it has it could be so much better.

Some points:
-Really small
-Dev used google translator
-Make sure you press ESC and save the game before entering a new door since there is a high probability the game will crash..
This was one of the first games i ever got on steam, when i was 9 i would play this game with my bipolar\/ autistic brother. I
would be the worm guy and he would always be the big magma dude. Back then he was happy, or at least happyer than he is rn.
Jessus, the nostalga. This game gave me so many memories.. When the game released I was having issues remapping the
controls and after posting about it on the forum I was contacted within the hour by one of the developers who genuinely seemed
concerned about the issue. Not even a day later the game was updated and I was able to remap controls successfully. Mapping
the diagonals directly isn't quite working yet, but it will accept UP + LEFT input as a northwest ( Using a Xbox 360 controller).
Regardless, I was still impressed by how fast the developers responded to feedback. It wasn't until now that I realized that the
numpad looks like the most comfortable way to play at the moment; I should have known better coming from an ADOM,
Angband, Brogue, ect. background.

The game itself is somewhat simple but difficult roguelite that I felt had a good amount of content for what it was worth. The
combat is a little bit on the clunkier side but I got used to it after a little bit and being able to actually defeat some of the more
difficult enemies was satisfying.

I'd highly recommend playing Practice before actually diving in to the main game because it tells you what the controls are,
otherwise you'll have to go in with trial and error or just looking at the menu.

I'm also a big fan of the classical guitar main track.. Unless you have a German dictionary of railroad jargon, this game will be
very difficult to play. Everything from camera modes to train types is in German, as are most of the scenario controls.

Update 0.5:

Ability to select the game difficulty.

Compensation is now next to the NPC.

Fixed minor bugs.

Big update with new levels and enemies tomorrow.
. DLC: Bloody Walls: Hardcore (gameplay):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZR_M6KWCsLA. DLC's:
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http://store.steampowered.com/app/547561/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/547562/. Subscribe to the developer page.:

---> https://store.steampowered.com/publisher/lstotch <--. 40% discount:
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